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: * The Inclusion Papers
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: A brand new book. MAPS, :
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B111. Wt' don't h:11·,· 1h,· t1�1ining.
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: Reflections on Inclusive Education :
: A wonderful collection of Pat's:
do it." or 'Tm not willing 1,, rigur,· ou1
a way to Jo i1!" If yl>ur lrnsbandor wift:
• reflections. Good for everyone. A •
Centre for Integrated Education and Community
Stans a discussion s:1ving. "Darling I
:must for Catholic Schools.
:
love you. BUT'-you know you 're in
big trouble. The "Bui'' in this r:1se ------------------------------------------ialked about quality education for "all
really means:
BUT". By the time the BUTS were
I'm leaving.
finished, we concluded no one would
I d n · lo eyouanymore.
v
be left in ·'regular"education. And when
G·-o
.;t l o�•t!
stopped , the
'' BUTS"
"But" is an excuse word. There are the
The logical
ours"
Our key question as we initiate a clusion?
began.
Burwhadab
no excuses for losing the numbers of ··
We believe that the Inclusion issue
an
was
conference
that
new
millennium is "How do we live
of
outcome
k
icked
oa
being
studentswh represently
out, pushed 0111 or ''dropped out" of our education system that "educates the with one another?" Inclusion is about cuts directly to the core of our values
bl!stand simply manages and labels the learning to live WITH one another. and beliefs. Inclusion seems so simple,
schools.
so full of common sense, and yet it is
Inclusion means "being with".
The system needs to show students rest."
complex. Inclusion sets off fire works
It's
easy
to
teach
kids
who
are
easy
Inclusion
means
inclusion!
It
means
with deeds not simply words that it
really cares. Words like love, compas to teach. This is a truism. It is however affiliation, combination, comprisal, in the souls of those involved. Inclu
sion, caring, helping are coming back a challenge to teach kids with challeng enclosure, involvement, surrounding. sion challenges our beliefs about hu
to the forefront, hopefully replacing ing behaviours. Also common sense. It means WITH... Inclusion means manity and cuts deep into the recesses
words like control, testing, behavior "Butwhadabout" the kid who screams, BEING WITI-I one another and caring of our hearts.
bites,hits, rocks,does abusive things to for one another. It means inviting
Inclusion is NOT about placing a
management, technique, programs.
\Vhat better way for any sys1em to his/her own body, doesn't use a regular parents, students and community child with a disability in a classroom or
start than to welcome ALL s1udents bathroom, etc. etc. What about 'those' members to be part of a new culture, a a school. That is only a tiny piece of the
into its schools and classrooms and kids? Our answer is that "those kids" new reality. Inclusion means joining puzzle. Rather, inclusion is about how
stop sorting kids into little boxes called are the very ones who need us the most. with new and exciting educational we deal with diversity, how we deal
B.D.,E.D. SE.D.,A.D.D. Today,more And in a delightful twist of logic, the concepts (cooperative education, adult with difference, how we deal (or avoid)
and more labels abound. As we ge1 rid education system NEEDS those chil education, whole language, computer dealing with our monality.
ofone, another pops up. We seem 10 be dren the most. 'Those kids" are the technology, critical thinking). Inclu
How else can we explain the emo
investing energy in searching for more very people who may restore spirit and sion means inviting those who have tions unleashed by the presence of a
labels and 1ests ratller than finding new meaning to our communities, nunure been left out (in any way) to come in, tiny child in a wheelchair or the pres
our sanity, and salvage our survival as and asking them to help design new ence ofa teenager with down syndrome
solutions to complex social issues.
a race of caring human beings.
systems that encourage every person to in a local school in Canada, the United
"YES-BUT" KIDS
What we do and how we treat the participate to the fullness of their ca States or Britain. Why do so many
We must ge1 rid of the notion of people we call "Yes-B uts" and
apparently "normal" adults lose their
pacity - as partners and as members.
"Yes-Bui Kids" There are no "Yes "Butwhadabouts'"' tell us about who
composure with a mere mention of
Buts". There are only children. Re we are as people, as professionals and
including an excluded child. We con
Inclusion means Welcome!
cently, we spoke at an educational con as a nation. Our values come clean in
"I want to be included!" This simple clude that the arrival of this person
ference entitled ALL KIDS BELONG our reaction to these very students.
statement is being spoken, signed, fa signals major change, and for many,
TOGETHER. Good ti1le, bu1 t11a1's all They are the barometer of our values
cilitated, key-boarded, whispered and change is something to fear- something
it was - a title. Speaker af1er speaker and our vision. [Inclusion News
]
shouted by people of all ages, shapes, fraught with danger.
However, in danger there is also
sizes, colors and cultures. Many are
making the requestforthemselves while opponunity for growth. Thus, schools
others are asking for their friends or and communities, teachers and citizens,
aging relatives. It is a simple request who face their own fears and monality
and the answer is equally easy. "Wel by welcoming ALL children-instantly
come! We want to include you. Come create the climate for a new kind of
and be a part ofus and our community." growth. Inclusion becomes an oppor
Why does this humble proposal tunity and a catalyst to build a better,
evoke such strong reaction? Why is more humane and democratic system.
Inclus,ion does not mean we are all
welcoming people labelled "disabled"
seen as an activity of the "radical the same. Inclusion does not mean we
fringe"? Hospitality is not radical. all agree. Rather, inclusion celebrates
Caring for our families and friends is our diversity and differences with re
not radical. In fact, hospitality and spect and gratitude. The greater our
caring are foundations of our culture. diversity, the richer our capacity to
So why the intense reaction about in- create new visions. Inclusion is an
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